Smart Parking Solution
Parking…..The SMART way
BACKGROUND

The concept of pay parking is in implementation in several countries in the world.
A parking meter is installed in pay parking zones which collects money in exchange
for the right to park a vehicle in a particular area for a specific period of time.
THE PROBLEM

A motorist parking his vehicle may forget to renew the parking charges for a further
period. The parking inspector needs to manually check renewal of each parking ticket

THE SOLUTION

Amricon's SMART parking solution compliments current payment methods and
offers an alternative solution to busy people who get into long meetings. The solution
automatically renews parking charges as needed by the user, thus ensuring that
motorists are not levied any penalty even if they fail to renew parking charges
manually.
The SMART Parking solution also spares parking inspectors from having to manually
check renewal of each parking ticket, as the paid parking period can be checked
remotely using radio frequency transmission.
Amricon's SMART Parking solution contains a pre-paid pager device and display unit
which can be placed anywhere in the vehicle. The pager device contains a storage
chip that contains secure information about the vehicle and can track payment
transactions. Loading the pre-paid pager device can be done in several ways, by use
of mobile phone to load a specific amount to the device or paying at participating gas
stations.
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Here are the steps of how it works:
1. The SMART Parking solution user would load the pre-paid pager with an
amount of money either by mobile or by paying cash or credit at participating
gas stations.
2. The user will turn the pre-paid pager device on when they part at a paid
parking spot.
3. The pre-paid pager will start deducting fees as specified in the zone where the
car is parked.
4. The parking inspector can verify the paid period remotely through a handheld
device without having direct line of vision to the device.
5. The user will switch the device off when they return to the car

The following is a visual illustration of the process and how it works:
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